We Love and Appreciate You, and
You Have Touched a Lot of Other People, Too ...
You do us great honor.
Thank you for being you.

I really appreciate the perspective and arena of possibilities you
have opened up for people recovering from tragedy.... So, again,
thank you for helping us “wake up” from our slumber and begin
to look at how we can be resilient in life no matter who we are or
what our situation is!

I have steered several patient’s to your
books for various reasons. It is truly
a blessing to have the experience of
knowing you for all these years. Meetings
and relationships are not by chance
and through you, I have been able to
significantly change and alter peoples
health paradigm.
Thank you for sharing your clarity of
ideas with our group; your insights and
the way you represent your ideas are
priceless; it was educating, entertaining
and fun.

Your words continue to inspire and
to help me keep in touch with a
world so different from mine.

You are doing such important
work, and I continue to be one
of your biggest fans.

Thank you so much for the time and quality
conversation, You are at the center of a fine
contribution to human relations and personality
theory. I think almost everyone there sensed the
credibility of your stance.

I just came across your resiliency site. Let me tell you that
I’ve only begun to peruse its contents, but it is a superb
resource—thank you so much for helping those in pain.

Thank you for being the great
man that you are. I am honored
to know you.

I’m sure you’ve heard this many times, but [the
session of yours I attended] made a big impression on
me, and it has helped me with my career and my life
immeasurably.

I want you to know how much all of our staff enjoyed
your presentation. Never have we had so much
feedback so fast about a presenter. It was unanimous,
they really enjoyed the day and got a lot out of it.

I received the copy of your book in the mail
Friday and I am writing you to give you my
sincerest thanks... It will be a treasured part
of my library for years to come.
Your book has greatly
enriched my life.

Thank you so much for all that you do!
You are a blessing to all that suffer.

It would be an honor and a privilege
to have your endorsement—I am
most grateful!! And thrilled!!!

I wanted you to know I truly enjoyed your
presentation, and am looking forward
to reading your book. I felt you were an
excellent choice, and am also sure we all
went away with a lot of good advice on
how to be the best we can be.

Thank you!! Thank you!!! What a great
help and resource you are!

You made an amazing presentation. All the people
were crazy about your youth, simplicity, strength, and
what they called: LIGHT. He is a light deep wise man.
Accept my sincere compliments and admiration.

Thank you for your website. Tears are streaming down
my face as I type this. Just reading your website and
its links have released a great deal of emotional energy
inside me, providing much needed relief.... I now know
that it’s ok to be different and that I no longer must
consider myself crazy. With heartfelt thanks.

Thank you so much for your flexibility!
You are a model of Resiliency.

Just a quick note to tell you how much we
appreciated your presentation at our workshop....
Nearly everyone submitted feedback and they all
loved what you had to say. I am pleased that we were
able to bring them something that was inspiring and
useful in their daily work. Thanks again.
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